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Let’s Talk! 504-324-0073





	
Looking for the top New Orleans web design agency? Call 504-324-0073 or submit below.
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Looking for Web Design?
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Our New Orleans web design team builds beautiful, innovative websites that create an intuitive experience for both customers and business owners alike. There is no doubt that having a compelling website is a necessary aspect of owning a business in today’s world.

At Online Optimism, we understand that a website is more than just a pretty design. That’s why we focus on creating websites that not only look great but also function seamlessly for both customers and business owners. From intuitive navigation to easy-to-use content management systems, we strive to create websites that are a pleasure to use for all.

In today’s world, having a compelling website is more important than ever. A website is often the first point of contact between a business and a potential customer. The right New Orleans website design is your chance to make a great first impression and showcase your brand’s personality and values. A well-designed website can also help you stand out from your competition, increase your visibility in search engines, and ultimately drive more traffic and sales.





See Websites Built



















Our New Orleans web design and development teams provide you with everything from a ground-up website build, to user interface and experience (UI/UX) optimization, to comprehensive website maintenance and monitoring. Online Optimism offers a full range of web design services to provide our clients and their customers with an optimal online experience.

Our team of experts sees web design as a holistic process, and you should too. We build websites to include a responsive design that you can build off of in the future. Online Optimism integrates website design with other comprehensive strategies to generate greater brand engagement, increase conversion rates, and produce measurable long-lasting results.

We understand that a website is a vital part of any business’s marketing strategy, which is why we take the time to get to know our clients and their specific needs. Our New Orleans website design process is highly collaborative, and we work closely with our clients to ensure that their website accurately reflects their brand and effectively communicates their message to their target audience.

At Online Optimism, we’re committed to staying up-to-date with the latest website design New Orleans trends and best practices. Our team regularly attends industry conferences and workshops to stay ahead of the curve and bring the latest innovations to our clients. We believe that great web design requires a combination of creativity, technical skill, and a deep understanding of the user experience. Let us show you how our team can help take your online presence to the next level.

















	



2 out of 5 users will abandon a site that takes more than 3 seconds to load.








	



59% of consumers globally would rather engage with content that’s beautifully designed as opposed to simply designed—even when short on time.








	



There are 1.24 billion websites. What makes yours unique?
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What have others said about our New Orleans web design?



	
		
						
We interviewed more than ten firms about designing our website and Online Optimism stood out not only for having the best price, but also because they genuinely cared about the success of organizations like ours. We appreciated how Online Optimism went the extra mile by creating original artwork, allowing unlimited revisions and giving great customer service. I definitely recommend their services.




Andrew Holbein
Director of Administration & Data
VIA LINK



		

	

	
		

	

	
	

	













At our New Orleans web design agency, we’ve built dozens of websites and we understand that every client is unique and has different needs. That’s why we offer a personalized approach to web design that is tailored to your specific goals. Whether you’re looking to increase website traffic, generate more leads, or improve your online presence, our New Orleans website design team can help you achieve those objectives.

One of the key components of the website design New Orleans approach Online Optimism uses is goal-setting. We work closely with our clients to identify both their short-term and long-term goals. This helps us determine the most effective strategy for achieving those goals, whether it’s a complete site build or just some website maintenance.

Our team of designers and developers is experienced in working with a variety of sectors and specialized fields. We’ve worked with web design New Orleans clients in healthcare, hospitality, real estate, retail, nonprofit, and more. This diverse experience has given us a wealth of knowledge and expertise that we can apply to any project.

When it comes to design, we believe that form and function are equally important. We create visually stunning websites that are also intuitive and user-friendly. Our Google Certified Analytics Professionals review each site to ensure that it meets the needs of search engines without sacrificing the user experience.

At launch, we don’t just hand over the keys and wish you luck. We provide your team with web training and step-by-step manuals to help you manage your website effectively. Our goal is to empower you to take control of your online presence and achieve continued success.

If you’re looking for a web design New Orleans team that goes above and beyond, look no further than our New Orleans agency. We’re dedicated to helping our clients succeed and we can’t wait to show you what we can do.












Meet Our New Orleans Web Design Experts in Person!





Although our building is located on Soraparu Street, between its intersection with St. Thomas Street and its intersection with Rousseau Street, your best bet is actually to turn into the parking lot from Philip Street. We are located on that side of the building, through the big, green door.






More Information About Our Website Design New Orleans Location

	Free parking available, first come first served
	Dog-friendly office
	Wheelchair-accessible parking lot
	Gender-neutral restroom













Meet the Team
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Claire Escobedo
Design Director
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 Atlanta

Ivey Barr
Senior Developer
 Atlanta
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 New Orleans

Amanda Cassingham-Bardwell
Digital Designer
 New Orleans
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See Our Full Team





Learn more about our different New Orleans Web Design capabilities below












	




Brand Messaging

 
 
 





If you are just starting your business and building your website from the ground up, it’s essential to identify and highlight your brand’s messaging.

Every New Orleans web design process begins by getting to know our clients and your business. Our web design process includes multiple branding meetings including the full spectrum of our web design and content team. Building the website framework is only half of the job. To make your site as attractive as possible we have to populate it with content. Our web designers work hand in hand with our content creators to ensure you have the highest quality photos, videos, and written copy possible.















	




Responsive and Mobile Design

 
 
 





Mobile devices now drive over 50% of all web traffic to top sites. With the ubiquity of tablet and smartphone use, your website must be optimized for all types of devices. Mobile sites are no longer simply a feature of desktop sites; they are a necessity in our digital age.

Responsive web design allows your website to display and function optimally across all devices and platforms. By using responsive design our team enables websites to reformat their content and style based on the device and screen size of the user. Having responsive/mobile design allows for Google to better read your pages, resulting in higher page rankings and better search engine optimization.

Building a responsive web architecture requires careful planning and execution, but is well worth the effort. By taking advantage of our years of expertise and wide array of software tools, our team creates an enhanced user experience for every website we design.















	




Copywriting and Content Development

 
 
 





Once we create a customized website that checks off all the boxes required for your brand’s aesthetic, the site still has to be populated with content. For companies that are seeking website repair or website maintenance, chances are you have all the content you need.

If you’re building a website from scratch, you need to actually write all of the copy and find the right images that will make your site function appropriately. Though some designers will outsource their copywriters and use stock photography, our team is committed to creating a custom approach that matches your brand. At our New Orleans website design company, we employ professional writers, editors, photographers, videographers, and designers that work to create a fully custom site.















	




Back-End Development for Site Upkeep

 
 
 





For every website our New Orleans web design team builds, we make sure to put a considerable amount of work into the back-end development so that you do not have to worry about site upkeep in the long term. While we build each website, we ensure CMS integration, cross-browser compatibility, and e-commerce setup when it is applicable.

Our goal when building a client’s website is to create an online extension of their business without compromising the style, integrity, or brand in the process. We work to make the online user experience as simple or simpler than the in-person one. This means that the site runs smoothly across all platforms and devices while displaying the same information with the same quality for everyone. By ensuring that technical issues are dealt with from the outset, during the web design process, we can confidently assure clients that their websites will not have the same issues that are common years down the line.















	




Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

 
 
 





SEO is the process of getting your website ranked higher on search engines like Google. The higher your business’ SEO, the more visible you become to consumers. As we build your website, it’s essential that we take SEO into account so there aren’t any issues with your site’s visibility online.

Before we launch your business’ website, we always install Google Analytics and Tracking in the back-end. Google Analytics allows our team to track all your site visitors to determine who they are, where they’re from, what brought them to your site, what they viewed, and so much more.















	




Launch, Hosting and Maintenance

 
 
 





Building a website is just the first step in a holistic web design New Orleans process. Assuming our New Orleans web design agency build a client’s website from scratch, we also take on the role of hosting the site and handling domain purchasing, email setup, and security updates. Online Optimism is truly a one-stop shop when it comes to web design.

E-commerce sites, healthcare sites, websites for nonprofits, and other websites that handle sensitive information need to be updated frequently in order to verify that appropriate security protocols are in place. The last thing a new business wants is to have its website or business falter because of poor security. In addition to security, we also maintain and update the content on your site, providing frequently updated, high-quality content that lets search engines know your site is still relevant.

Your website should be simple enough for you to change in case you have new information, products, or events that you want to promote. For each website build, Online Optimism’s New Orleans web design team, from the heart of downtown New Orleans, provides extensive step-by-step training manuals as well as in-person training courses so that clients can actually use their own websites.
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		Sign Up for Our Email Newsletter
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New Orleans
517 Soraparu St, Suite L2

New Orleans, LA 70130








Washington, D.C.
1301 K St NW Suite 300 W

Washington, D.C. 20005











Get in Touch



Facebook

Threads

LinkedIn

YouTube

Instagram

TikTok



504.324.0073

[email protected]






Become an Optimist



Careers ›

Specialists ›
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